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STRESS-BUSTER: Diandra Oliver, human resources
coordinator at Alggin Metal Industries, tries to
make new employees feel as comfortable as
possible on their first day
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A proper employee orientation is
key to retaining new employees in
a hot labour market
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Starting on the Right Foot

G

o to the second floor and find

Dave. He’ll get you started.” Not
many years ago, this would have
been the complete orientation
new employees received the first day on the
job. Recently the industry has changed as
employers are now investing more time and
effort into orienting new employees.
Orientations are no longer regarded as a
minor nuisance, but rather an essential and
important step in building and maintaining a high quality workforce. Details of the
orientation process may vary according to
company-specific needs and goals, but the
overall content is standard for most companies these days.
The introduction of strict safety policies
was probably the trigger for most employers
to upgrade their orientation processes. But

now many other needs are being addressed,
including employee retention. Contractors
have dealt with labour shortages for several
years and agree it is difficult and expensive
to attract new people. Having spent time
and money to find and hire a suitable candidate, employers are trying to do everything
possible to ensure a new hire becomes a
long-term employee. Many recognize that
a well thought-out orientation process
can contribute to their success in retaining
those difficult-to-find employees.
Diandra Oliver is the human resources
coordinator at Alggin Metal Industries,
a sheet metal fabrication shop in Calgary
employing about 80 people. The familyowned business has been recognized with
numerous awards for its safety and human
resources practices. Even with the publicity

LEARNING THE ROPES: At Alggin, custom shop foreman
Ray Born supervises new recruit Jason Bessey
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Alggin has received as a preferred employer,
it’s still very challenging to recruit and
retain staff in the red-hot Calgary labour
market, says Oliver.
It is difficult and costly for Alggin to find
the people it needs for positions ranging
from warehouse labourers to journeymen
sheet metal workers, she explains. Their
orientation process is an important component to keep workers in a market where
they can walk out and find another job the
same day. “The first day on the job can be
stressful for anyone. We want to make new
employees feel comfortable as soon as possible. Our competitors are offering basically
the same work as we are, so we want to show
right away what makes us different, that it
is not just a job, it is an opportunity for a
career with a stable and growing company.
We think once people get a feel for the company they will stay,” says Oliver.
The company’s orientation process
includes a comprehensive explanation of
what it offers to employees, including profit
sharing, safety milestone celebrations, signing and referral bonuses, and Merit Contractors Association’s benefit and retirement
plans. Oliver usually explains these benefits,
as well as Alggin’s policies and procedures,
in a session lasting 45 minutes to an hour.
Then, the new hire receives an orientation
from his or her supervisor, including an
introduction to the shop staff and a tour of
the facilities and workstations.
Safety is a major part of the orientation
process and one of the first people every
new Alggin employee meets is the safety
coordinator who puts them through a twohour safety orientation. The company has
a comprehensive safety policy with specific
procedures designed around their work
practices.
New employees must sign off on a
thorough review of the company’s Health
and Safety Handbook. Oliver acknowledges
much of the safety orientation is standard material, but stresses Alggin makes a
special effort to communicate its importance. “We want them to understand from
the first day how much pride we take in
our no lost-time accident record, which
has already exceeded 1,400 days. Our high
safety standards are a big part of our cul-

Alggin safety coordinator Jack Nachef conducts a
safety orientation; employees are, from left, Tung
Tran, Daniel Bowie, and Angie Gaudet-Born

One of the first people every new Alggin
employee meets is the safety coordinator,
who puts them through a two-hour
safety orientation.
ture, which encourages and supports the
well-being of our employees,” says Oliver.
Like most employers in Calgary, Alggin
has hired many workers who are new to
the city. To help orient them to the city,
the company provides these workers with
a “newcomers’ package” that explains basic
items such as the transit system and how to
access health care and school systems for
their families.
In the industrial sector, contractors hir-

ing new employees face a different set
of circumstances. Their clients, mainly
multi-national energy companies, deny
plant access to any employees who do not

have valid certification for various safety
courses. The required “safety tickets” may
include completed courses in: Confined
Space Entry, Construction Safety Training
System (CSTS), First Aid, H2S Alive, Transportation of Dangerous Goods, Working at
Heights, and Workplace Hazardous Materials Information System (WHMIS).
Cobra Services Ltd. performs ongoing
maintenance work as well as shutdowns
for oil and gas industry clients, a business
that requires constant hiring and rehiring
of employees. Perry Ruzicka, project manager of Cobra, agrees that a large part of
the company’s job in managing personnel
is tracking employees’ safety certifications.

In its shutdown business, the company is
constantly assembling large crews for shortterm projects. A database helps track the
expiry of safety tickets for existing personnel and rehires so that when a shutdown is
scheduled, crew members won’t have problems with site access due to expired tickets.
At Cobra, new employees go through an
orientation which includes a safety policy
knowledge quiz and the site orientation
for the plant at which they are working,
explains Ruzicka. For someone with all the
required safety tickets, the orientation takes
about a half day. Completing all the mandatory safety courses requires several days.
A half day for an orientation may not be
onerous to employers engaged in more conventional work, but Cobra must assemble
crews of often more than 100 workers for
shutdowns with very rigid schedules lasting
only a few weeks. When coupled with the
stringent requirements of facility owners,
it’s clear that managing employee orientations is critical to Cobra’s operations.
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For industrial contractors, the site-specific orientations required for each plant
have proven to be particularly challenging.
As they are costly and time-consuming,
industrial owners have made some efforts
to develop a generic orientation program
that would be acceptable for multiple facilities. To date, it has not been completely
successful. Shell has produced a general
orientation that can be completed online,
but satisfying all pre-employment requirements for workers who work on multiple
sites with different owners/clients remains
cumbersome and expensive.

employee who stays with them the entire
first day, continuing the orientation and
ensuring they are not at risk due to unfamiliarity with conditions on site.
Coram’s orientation process also serves
to set the stage for a long-term relationship
with every employee. Employees are issued a
Career Development and Training Logbook that
maps out the advancement opportunities
in the company upon completion of vari-

ous training programs.
Clearly, orientation for new employees
has progressed far beyond filling out a few
payroll-related items before starting on the
job. Orientations have become an important part of company human resource practices and reflect the emphasis employers
are putting on developing the best possible
workforce. It’s part of the changing face of
construction, for the better.

Coram Construction, a company that pro-

vides skilled tradespeople to a number of
general contractors in the commercial construction industry, supplies the workforce
for most of PCL’s commercial/institutional
projects in Alberta and Saskatchewan. Its
orientation process illustrates the level of
sophistication the industry has reached in
the handling of new employees.
Joel Derouin, Coram’s Calgary district
manager, explains the process for every new
Coram employee before they are dispatched
to a PCL jobsite. First, the employee receives
a three-hour orientation at the Coram
office, including a review of all company
policies and procedures, he says. This information is passed on in person from a Coram
staffer as well as through several videos. The
employee must sign to acknowledge they
have studied the safety policy but also take a
quiz to confirm that knowledge.
Following this initial session, all employees undergo physical testing by an outside
agency to confirm their fitness to safely perform the work of their trade. This testing is
followed by three days of “yard training,”
in which employees receive instruction on
all the specialized equipment and processes PCL employs on its projects, including formwork and scaffolding systems. The
“yard training” also includes completing the
industry’s computer-based generic safety
orientation, Construction Safety Training
System (CSTS).
Once dispatched to a PCL project, new
employees are given a site-specific orientation. On their first day on site, they
are assigned a “shadow,” an experienced
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TRAINING ON SITE: Once dispatched
to a PCL project, new employees
receive a site-specific orientation

